
OVERPOPULATION IN THE PHILIPPINES

Philippines. Too many people. Too little space. The Philippines has one of the fastest growing populations in Southeast
Asia. From having fifty million.

In , there were only nine megacities Today, there are  What about the more pressing concerns directly
affecting the people like food scarcity, energy crisis and water shortages? IBON Databank also points out that
while the wealth of the richest Filipinos tripled during the last five years, there are more poor Filipinos  Even
the most well-intentioned among us may be missing the point about the link between population and poverty.
In short, overpopulation creates unemployment; unemployment creates poverty; and poverty impedes
economic growth. Introduction Chuchucuhcuh. Princess Parapina, 15, says this is the place where the children
play. How to cite this page Choose cite format:. Share via Email Jenny Kleeman in front of living shacks built
on the banks of a pollluted river in Manila where overpopulation has forced people to carve out living quarters
in shanty towns. By the end of , PopCom said Filipinos of working age will increase by 1. Jennifer's children
say they'll show me around the shanty town. Jobs are available, however due to lack of educational expertise,
which can also be traced from overpopulation, not many people are qualified to handle the available jobs.
Overpopulation is a problem that every nation is facing but sometimes over looked by due to lack of
understanding and awareness. On the other hand, overpopulation in the country still has a positive outcome.
Population growth rate was 1. I guess accountability does not matter anymore. PopCom said the number of
senior citizens or those aged 60 and above are expected to increase by 8. She moved here from Mindanao, an
island in the south of the country and she's brought up four children on the banks of the stagnant San Miguel
waterway. The use of contraception methods will also lower the number of abortions, which even in Catholic
Philippines is often the last resort in addressing unwanted pregnancies. All other public hospitals have had
their programs cut by the devoutly religious mayor. The sea wall itself has been turned into the town's
unofficial high street, with grocery stores, snack bars and even funeral parlours setting up stall right next to the
water. We sit cross-legged on the bare floor, with Jennifer's youngest five children gathered around her. But
this isn't enough to stop the city's population growing. The solutions to Philippine poverty are fairly well
known, but unlikely to be adopted by a political class that is hardly committed to the authentic transformation
of Philippine society from one in which economic growth benefits only a handful of families to one in which
economic development would benefit the majority. Overcrowding is a fact of life from cradle to grave in
Manila. Baseco Elementary has everything you'd expect in a modern school â€” there's a library, plenty of text
books, posters and artwork on the walls â€” but the main resource teachers lack is sufficient time with their
students. And as cities in developing countries become overwhelmed by their population, their inhabitants will
have even more reason to migrate to the developed world. These results were then compared using data from
the Philippines and simulation results yield that while human capital expenditures rise, the increase does not
suffice enough to sustain the level of per capita expenditure which gravely affects the quality of education
cited in Orbeta and Pernia  Even the Business Process Outsourcing BPO industry, which is currently booming
in the country, cannot provide jobs to all Filipino citizens because not all Filipinos are well-versed in English.
It also addresses certain problems of the country like gender inequality, abortion, teenage pregnancy due to
premarital sex, and women deprivation. The ward is well-equipped, but running at double capacity. Due to
this, the promotion of such initiative remains to be debated by the Government and the Church for a long time.
PSA data also showed that there has been a decrease in adolescent births from , in to , in  However, being a
Catholic country, the Church stand remains to be an impediment.


